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Welcome 

Bobby Grewal, Cisco



Defining the problem, scene setting

Dez O’Connor, Cisco



Mobile Coverage
Dez O’Connor, 

dezocon@cisco.com



5G Spectrum & backhaul

Higher frequencies

Less distance / penetration

Expensive backhaul in remote 
rural

Revenues to cost outlay

Revenue Streams do not match the 
investment necessary to hit the last 
few % of geographic  coverage.

Still many barriers to achieving complete National 
geographic coverage and indoor coverage

Competition & License 
Obligations

Last few % coverage are not in areas 
where MNO’s try to compete

Regulators now focusing on coverage 
over competition 

NH coverage often counts towards 
license obligation

Usage patterns for consumer 
broadband

1% of UK land area corresponds to 45% 
of total mobile data consumed *

https://www.real-wireless.com/26-ghz-a-radical-approach-to-licensing-in-higher-frequencies-to-increase-spectrum-efficiency/


Easy..

5G

Data Service PGW

The community 5G 
Network

UK MNO PLMN

Every other Mobile Network

My community's phones and things

Rest of the world's phones and things



Different concepts for building mobile coverage

New network focusing on “roamed in” customers of other network operators.Roaming

Serve the customers of current operators on their behalf. 
Complex radio integrations and management handoffs

Neutral Host Provider

New PLMN, large regulatory hurdles : > spectrum acquisition challenges : 
rest of world coverage issues

New Operator

Handset orientated solutions: 1 SIM for UK operator.  A 2nd SIM in phone for local 
community coverage. 

2nd SIM provider

Operator & Govt
initiatives

Single Rural Network



Agenda



Orkney example 

Shona Croy,
Orkney Islands Council



The Orkney Position
Shona Croy, Orkney Islands Council
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Worst broadband in the UK – speed 
and coverage

Poor mobile telephone and 4G 
coverage

History of market failure
Council keen to support other 

solutions



5G Rural First Orkney• Ofcom auctioned 
spectrum to MNOs 
on a national level

• There are coverage 
obligations 
(nationwide)

• Large gap between 
rural and urban 
services



5G Rural First Orkney• MNOs are not using 
all of their spectrum

• We can SHARE 
these empty bands 
to provide a service 
to rural Orkney 
communities



Vodafone O2 EE

*Three coverage 
so bad they don’t 
publish it...



Vodafone O2



EE Three (3G only)



Spectrum Challenges 
An industry perspective

Alistair Braden, Federated Wireless



Spectrum Challenges An industry 
perspective

Alistair Braden, Federated Wireless

abraden@federatedwireless.com



• All wireless services – mobile phones, wi-fi, Terrestrial TV etc. 
– transmit signals in the radio spectrum. 

• Each service needs different frequencies so they don’t 
interfere. 

• To transmit legally you need a licence from Ofcom.

• Mobile Network Operators (O2, EE, Vodafone, Three) spend 
£billions on UK-wide licences to use spectrum which is 
suitable for 5G equipment, or for 4G, 3G, 2G etc.

• Covering every rural location is commercially unviable for 
MNOs, but smaller providers and community organisations
may be keen to fill in gaps with new business models… 

• …but smaller providers can not compete with MNOs in 
licence auctions. 

• In 2019 Ofcom introduced two new types of licence to enable 
smaller providers to operate 5G/4G/3G/2G networks in local 
areas: the Local Access Licence and the Shared Access 
Licence.

Spectrum Challenges 
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Local Access Licence
20

Permits operation in an MNO’s licensed spectrum (2G, 
3G, 4G, 5G) as long as you:

• Can show the licensee MNO is not currently using the spectrum 
where you wish to operate

• Can show that your use of the spectrum does not disrupt 
(interfere with) the MNO’s operations

• Will not impede MNO’s near-future operations

Process:

• Complete a form for Ofcom (including evidence of preceding)

• Ofcom verifies and MNO has an opportunity to object

• Pay fee: £950

• Operate for up to 3 years, then re-apply.



Shared Access Licence
21

Permits operation of small networks in some spectrum:

• A little 4G/3G/2G spectrum available

• Lots of 5G spectrum available

Granted if operation would not interfere with existing 
operations:

• Existing Shared Access, some satellite earth stations, fixed 
point-to-point links, UK Broadband

• Ofcom analyse and issue the licence (takes weeks)

• Renews indefinitely for as long as fee (from £80pa) is paid.



Helping Rural Communities 
Get Access to Spectrum
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Local Access Licence Toolkit

• https://5gntlocalaccesslicencing.uk/

• Helps small providers and community organisations to apply for licences

• Generates evidence for Ofcom / MNO based on your network data with 
MNO coverage data, field measurements, and analysis

• Auto-fills application form

• Available July 2021

Shared Access Licence Toolkit

• Performs analysis to give immediate feedback of licence applications

• Provides fully automated spectrum management (Ofcom requested 
capability) to enabled large numbers of licences

• Available Spring 2022 

https://5gntlocalaccesslicencing.uk/


An Operators Perspective

David Owens, Telefonica
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Telefonica Network

David Owens



We’re more than ready for 5G’s journey.

It all means that we’re about to take 5G on an incredible journey.

• We’ve transformed our position in the UK marketplace 
after Ofcom’s 2021 spectrum auction, by securing the 
best mix of low and high band spectrum.

• Our spectrum acquisition puts us on a much more equal 
footing to other MNOs, improving our overall competitive 
position. 

• We now have more low-band spectrum than any of the 
other operators, and can take a leadership position on 
wide area coverage and in-building penetration.

• We have doubled our high-band spectrum holdings, 
which will enable us to significantly expand 5G network 
capacity and deliver high-speed 5G experiences.

• Our high band spectrum is contiguous – meaning we 
have our two frequency ‘blocks’ together – which makes it 
even more effective.  

• We have the most experienced engineers when it comes 
to spectrum deployment and efficiency.



We were voted Best Network for Coverage
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Our radio network now covers 
99.5% of the population indoors

Operators will have 
virtually eliminated 
partial not spots by 
building and sharing 

222 new mobile masts 
across 

the UK.

UK landmass  
that receives 4G

coverage from all four  
of the UK’s mobile  
network operators  
increases from 66%

to 84%

280,000 premises and 
16,000km of roads will 

have guaranteed 
coverage and boosted 

in-car coverage
Each operator will 

provide 4G
to at least 88% of 

the country’s 
landmass

UK landmass 
that receives 4G coverage 

from all four 
of the UK’s mobile network 

operators will increase 
from 67%

to 84%

We’re committed to improving 4G connectivity for rural Britain and bridging the 
digital divide.

O2 has led the charge with Three and Vodafone to develop the Shared 
Rural Network. The SRN will ensure that by 2026:

124 new 
sites will be built 
in Scotland, 33 in 

Wales, 11 in 
Northern Ireland and 

54 in England*

* The exact number and location will be subject to finding suitable sites, obtaining power and backhaul and securing the necessary planning permissions



We’re investing in technologies for the future
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O-RAN stands for Open Radio Access Network.

The Radio Access Network (or RAN) is what connects our devices 

to the mobile network. Traditional RAN is made up of various 

building blocks: radios, hardware and software. Historically 

these come from the same vendor. 

Open RAN looks to revolutionise this. In the future these 

network building blocks can come from a greater choice of 

vendors, increasing competition and promoting innovation 

through richer features.

This means we will be more agile in activating new 

functionalities and offer better and more cost-effective network 

services for our customers.

Find out how we are working with partners to introduce 

O-RAN solutions that will redefine mobile network economics 

here.

Open
Radio Access 

Network 
(O-RAN)
Find out more

https://news.o2.co.uk/press-release/o2-to-further-improve-network-service-for-customers-using-open-radio-access-network-ran-technology/
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Private Networks, will help improve levels of service and quality.

This could be achieved via local roaming, Neutral host, and the JOTs

Private Networks

Private Networks, will bring the possibility of a Network of Networks for specific customers 

and/or specific service and will be a fundamental part of our 5G evolution. 



We’re committed to building a greener network
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We’re also Carbon Trust,  
Level 3 Certified

We’re set to become UK’s first net zero mobile network by 2025

Supply Chain  &
Low Carbon  

Purchasing

Energy  Efficient  
Infrastructure

Renewable  
Energy
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Break: 10.25 – 10.40



The Faroese Experience

Brian Rosendahl Rasmussen, Shefa





FAROESE TELECOM VALUE CHAIN



FAROESE TELECOM IN NUMBERS 

1905 197

score in job 
satifaction

75% 100% 2021
coverage in 
the Faroe 

Islands

market share

employees
company 

established

15-70 
year gap among 

employees

33

an even greener 
Faroese Telecom

77

depart-ments



AT THE 
CENTER 

OF IT ALL



1906 – First telegraph cable

1993 - CANTAT-3

2003 - FARICE-1

FAROE ISLANDS CONNECTED BY SUBMARINE COMMUNICATIONS CABLES

2007 - SHEFA-2 



CONNECTING  Shetland & Orkney Islands  

Step 1



BP CONNECTED



CONNECTING THE DANISH NORTH SEA



CONNECTING OIL TERMINALS

CONNECTING  Shetland & Orkney Islands – step 2



CONNECTED



FIBER-OPTIC 
BACKBONE TO 

EVERY CORNER –
AND NOW FTTH



CONNECTING THE 
FAROE ISLANDS

100% MOBILE COVERAGE

100% BROADBAND COVERAGE



CONNECTING COMMUNITIES



CONNECTING A NATION CONNECTING STUDENTS

CONNECTING VESSELS CONNECTING SPORTS



CONNECTING  Shetland & Orkney Islands  

Step 3-4-5………….



AMONG THE FIRST 
WORLDWIDE



IoT BACKBONE



5G Rural First & New Thinking - ORKNEY

Step 7 & 8





Building low-cost mobile connectivity

Anthony Timson, Wavemobile



wavemobile 
Innovative British solutions for Not-Spots…
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Anthony Timson
Director/Founder

Building Low Cost 
Mobile Connectivity

Proudly Innovated, Designed and 
Built in the United Kingdom

Integrated Solutions for rural coverage
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A typical roadside monopole 
installation costs in excess of 
£25k per site.

This doesn’t include ground 
rent, power, and planning 
delays/workarounds.

It also doesn’t include any 
dedicated connectivity 
requirements.

Not really cost effective for 
ultra rural communities.

What does it cost to fill 
in a Not-Spot?
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Woldingham Valley, 2015

A village, inside the M25,

Home to around 2,000 people, 

Completely lacking coverage 
on 3 of the 4 UK networks.

The train station has six trains 
an hour to/from London Bridge 
and Victoria!

What do people really 
need in a “Not-Spot”?
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Functionality:

Required vs Desired

What do people really 
need in a “Not-Spot”?

When you start with nothing… what do you need?

Superfast Internet to supply:

• YouTube
• TikTok
• BBC iPlayer
• FaceTime/WhatsApp video

Or basic coverage so you can:

• Call a cab or partner in the pouring rain
• Send a message to say you’re running late
• Receive a call from a lost delivery driver to say they can’t find your 

house
• Call the vet because a lamb has been injured out in the pastures
• Make an emergency call
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What do we need?

- Radios (“towers”)

If it doesn’t exist, or it is too 
complex to integrate, then let’s
make our own!

Needs to be cost effective as 
not high capacity, and limited 
range.

How do we “make” a 
small network?
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What do we need?

- Spectrum

A rare commodity,
managed by OFCOM

How do we “make” a 
small network?

➢ GiLTE is an innovative solution to allow 4G coverage to be extended 
while maintaining 2G for CS voice and data.

➢ Allows for state of the art and 20+ year phones to co-exist in a small 
block of spectrum.

➢ Optimal for UK guard band. No wasted spectrum.

➢ 5G Upgradeable!
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What do we need?

- Onward Connectivity

If we can’t connect to the home 
networks directly, how do we 
route calls and provide secure 
data?

How do we “make” a 
small network?

➢ Remember those £25k monopoles? One reason they are so expensive 
is they need dedicated, specialist backhaul.

➢ So, again some innovation is required. Not every rural location has the 
luxury of dark fibre (or any fibre for that matter).

➢ Our radios need to plug into anything from a 500kb/s ADSL connection 
to a gigabit fibre link (or a lousy satellite internet system)… and just 
work.

➢ We invested in a British core network vendor to innovate a lightweight 
protocol between our endpoints and the 3GPP cloud.

➢ This allows us to run lots of independent MVNO’s all 
communicating via our interconnect partners.

➢ The “heavy” interfacing is at our data centre and interconnect 
partners.

➢ Everything else, is IP!
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99% uptime, running over a 
basic internet connection 
provided a legitimately useful 
service…

How successful can a 
small network be?

➢ From three small sites in a two year period:

➢ Over 750,000 Accesses from 60,000 devices.

➢ Over 7,000 calls.

➢ Over 5,000 SMS attempts.

➢ Over 100,000 data connection requests.
➢ 100’s of gigabytes of data served

➢ Two emergency calls!

➢ Uptime… greater than 99% (less than 15 mins per day outage)
➢ The main outage cause was dodgy internet connections!
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The foundation radio 
technology allows us to build 
an integrated solution towards 
5G…

What next? ➢ Our initial aim was to provide basic service through innovation 
and using best of British engineering.

➢Working with partners such as Telet and O2 we have been able 
to prove that small networks can play a viable and worthwhile role:

➢ by infilling deep rural areas that are commercially 
challenging using incumbent infrastructure providers.

➢ solving specialist coverage issues, for instance underground 
car parks.

➢We have evolved the core network to support 5G…

➢ We are the 2G/4G anchor for the 5G boat above us!
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wavemobile.net

Thank you!



The Chalk valley experience 

Peter Gradwell, Telet Reseach



Telet Research
Delivering Multi Operator Neutral Host
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Recognised as a full operator 
member by the GSMA

Provides equivalence of access 
under GSMA rules

Changes to UK Mobile 
Spectrum rules in 2019 enabled 
new network operators & 
private deployments

A 5TH UK MOBILE 
NETWORK OPERATOR

Network Delivered 
by:

Utilising both Local 
(EE, o2, Vodafone)  
and Shared access 
spectrum for 2G, 4G 
and 5G services

OFCOM Mobile 
Numbering & Mobile 
Network Code 

Network Core in 
Telehouse North, 
London



What is Multi-Operator Neutral Host? (MONeH)

JOTS / Shared Infrastructure “Neutral Host”
TowerCo provides Tower, Backhaul
4x Operator Equipment broadcasting on their Spectrum

Telet: Single radio on our spectrum

Radio mounted on rural ISP mast, building, etc. 
Uses ISP backhaul.

Subscribers connect to home network via roaming 
agreement (Local Roaming: Big MNO traffic can 
Roam into Telet)

GSMA Standard settlement & agreements

Avoids the pitfalls of “national roaming” because –
by definition – we only exist in the location & 
spectrum that the MNOs do not

“Local 
Roaming”



Telet combines three lines of business together to make a rural 
location economically viable

We work with a rural ISP to deliver FWA & 
Private 5G.

When we combine not-spot access & spectrum 
availability, we can deliver MONeH.

Deploying MONeH onto sites (masts & 
backhaul) already deployed via FWA / Private 
5G roll out significantly improves economic 
viability.

MONeH = Multi-Operator Neutral Host
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5G Fixed Wireless

ISPs provide access to Masts, 

Backhaul and Power

Telet 5G enables an ISP to expand 

it’s network by 10% serving 

properties where it is not cost 

effective to dig fibre

Private 5G

Secure, high speed 

networks for Industrial 

& Municipal use.

MONeH Coverage Improvement

Delivers community benefit & significant revenue stream

MONeH delivers cellular service in the last 5-10% of properties

We are £1k vs £4k per property served using traditional MNO equipment.

MNOs only pay for mins & Gigabytes used, so it’s zero risk

3 Products work 

together to 

improve 

profitability on 

one common 

infrastructure



Telet Economics

“Local 
Roaming”

Telet rents 4G radio (£200/month) to Local Community.
5G radio typically requires grant funding as they cost 5x.

Rural ISP provides mast, fibre backhaul. Get’s paid 
for internet backhaul ~£100/month by Telet.

If using a building (e.g. House), Telet provides free 
fibre internet in return for roof access.

Model works for communities 
of > 50 people within a couple 
of KM

Telet earns money from “big 
MNOs” via roaming charges 
(per GB, per min)



The Telet Network Deployment
Telet is building a Multi-Operator Neutral network, that permits 
inbound roaming for all subscribers, via standard GSMA roaming. 

Multi Operator Neutral Host provides “local roaming” for the “last 
5%” of Not Spots via a cost effective and sensitive deployment of 
small cells that support improved service for all operators.

The initial deployment in 2020 for the Telet MONeH service is focused 
on five initial sites in support of the DCMS Rural Connected 
Communities and 5G Create programme.

Additional sites will roll out in 2021 and can be guided by demand 
(e.g. Operator Requests, SRN, Scottish Infill Programme, OFCOM 
NotSpot data)
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Standard “big tower” 
deployment by MNOs is 
unwelcome in rural 
communities; takes time to 
gain planning & deploy; is 
expensive ~£4000 per 
house.

Telet Small Cells are quick
to deploy; good value
(~£1000 per house); and 
visually appealing



Backhaul – working with Openreach & Wessex Internet – Fibre is still 
expensive to install. 

Spectrum - Initially difficult, we now have 10 Local Access Licences, and a 
range of Shared Access. Opportunities for process improvements fed back to 
OFCOM and Operators.

Mobile Network Codes – OFCOM has set a very high bar for allocation of 
MNC codes, which will not support a proliferation of smaller networks.

5G Equipment availability – very significant delays across multiple vendors.

Roaming – International agreements take time; UK Operators are also very 
focused on domestic issues & 5G rollouts.

Experiences & Challenges 
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There is a massive 
demand for not 
spot coverage 
across UK

SRN & ESN will only 
address segments 
of Scotland and 
Wales



Our Vision for Next 
Steps

Commercial Deployment

We have a commercial deployment coming up 
in late 2021 a South Wales valley for 5G FWA & 
MONeH. We hope that this is the first of many.

Offer for Rural ISPS

In partnership with Wavemobile & Cellxica
2G/4G radio solution for Rural ISPs to deliver 
MONeH.

Rented for £200/month. Available July/August

Opportunity for MNOs

The opportunity for UK MNOs is to work with 
new market entrants who can aggregate 
demand and provide a cost effective “infill” 
solution at no risk or Capex to them.



Conclusions Telet is focused on creating a nimble & challenger Mobile Operator with a 
rural & enterprise 5G focus.

Next few months will see rapid network build with over 250 radio units on 
order and interconnection with major MNOs.

Contact: Peter Gradwell

peter.gradwell@teletresearch.com

07970030010
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Balquidder Delivering 5GNT to a 
community

Brandon Butterworth, Bogons



Bogons FTTH + 5G
17-06-2021



Can we dig it?

77Bogons FTTH and 5G 17-06-2021



The village: 50m 
north of Glasgow in 
a national park

In 2017

170+ properties

200+ residents

100+ businesses

1Mb/s ADSL

2G patchy mobile, 3G even less

Bogons FTTH and 5G 17-06-2021 78



Not Mordor

Bogons FTTH and 5G 17-06-2021 79

Hotels / Restaurants / Holiday 
Park

4

Farms 12

Tourism Related / Self Catering 32

Technology Related 9

Builders / Construction 8

Professionals / Musicians 12

Shops 2

Other 32



But just as difficult 
terrain, if we can do 
it here...

Bogons FTTH and 5G 17-06-2021 80



Balquhidder.net, 
first FTTH

Bogons FTTH and 5G 17-06-2021 81

>40km backbone

>32km premise drops

Outliers ~5km for 5 houses

Community agreed 100% inclusion, 
nobody left out

Bogons offer: if you dig it we will 
fibre it



Sometimes it is 
horrible

Bogons FTTH and 5G 17-06-2021 82

A named storm each winter, always 
when we are building



Sometimes it is nice

Bogons FTTH and 5G 17-06-2021 83



We leave little to 
see but a nice 
cabinet

Bogons FTTH and 5G 17-06-2021 84

To reduce fibre costs there are 4 
cabinets rather than one large one, 
arranged in a resilient ring as there 
will be fibre breaks that may take 
some time to fix



And a happy shed

Bogons FTTH and 5G 17-06-2021 85

Gigashed to rent on Airbnb



For happy people

Bogons FTTH and 5G 17-06-2021 86

Speed is 1Gb/s symmetrical though 
not all devices/wifi can achieve that



But what if they 
ever want to go 
outside?

Bogons FTTH and 5G 17-06-2021 87

With little to no coverage the tourist 
trade is impaired, local 
communication is restricted

Openreach would not upgrade ADSL 
so we installed our own fibre

As MNOs will not provide coverage 
maybe we should do that too

As a rural provider there is always a 
risk of being overbuilt, the more you 
have covered the lower the risk



We need mobile 
coverage too

Bogons FTTH and 5G 17-06-2021 88

3 masts would cover the whole loch -
keeping height down to not be too 
intrusive, we buried the fibre to not 
spoil views

5G needs fibre to feed it, we have 
lots of that

BT etc. offer combined fixed/mobile 
packages often with unlimited use. 
Fine for urban where you have 
coverage of of both

Altnets should be able to provide the 
same



5GNT enables it

Bogons FTTH and 5G 17-06-2021 89

Bogons are testing two aspects

Tourist/visitor access via roaming 
from MNOs

Private 5G for residents – no need 
for use caps, all data stays local so 
low latency



A business case for mobile connectivity

Daniel Heery, MANY 



VAMS – Village Access to 
Mobile Services
Daniel Heery, MANY Project Co-ordinator



• Neutral host Community Benefit Society

• Supports communities with no mobile signal

• Provides pole and connectivity for MNOs at a village hall, shop or 
pub

• Sells services to MNOs and creates revenue 

• Provides scale through a common technology solution 

• Platform to support citizens – identify sites, feasibility, finance

• Financed through combined community shares (with Enterprise 
Investment Scheme incentives) and grants

Concept
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● Revenue from MNOs of £300-£400 per month.

● 130 small cell sites.

● Site is £10-15K to install. This is made up of £1.5K for stout wooden utility pole 

and rest for radios, power, cabinet, backhaul)

● £150K investment in year one, £200K in years 2 & 3

● Grants of ~£350K in year one and ~£200K in years 2 & 3.  Potentially from 

Gigabit vouchers.

● Annual costs in year 1 of £124K (staff, overheads etc, rising to £207K by year 3.

● Revenues of ~£149K in year 1, rising to £528K in year 3.

● Interest payments 3%.  Investments repaid.

Assumptions



Discussion and Q&A



Thank You for attending, 
5GNewThinking event 


